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AGM Annual Report by President, NUSBSA
Dear NUSBSA Members,
For the past two years, the outgoing board of NUSBSA 2014/2016 have all served with pride and passion. Despite
their busy schedules, the directors have all pushed NUSBSA as the alumni association to emulate. The number
and variety of events and activities that we organised for our members speak for itself.
During this term, we embarked on several strategic initiatives to rejuvenate the alumni association. We formed
the Accountancy Committee to bring more accounting alumni back to the school through networking events and
talks. We also boast of being the only alumni association to have our Continuing Professional Education (CPE)
seminars recognised by the Institute of Singapore Chartered Accountants (ISCA). Participants earn 2 CPE points
for their membership renewal.
Women’s Wing was formed as we have a growing number of female directors and in members too. We want to
engage and connect to the women, and encourage them to play a bigger role in our alumni association. Past two
talks received full attendance and more events are on the way.
Besides the initiatives to bring back accounting and female alumni to the school, we have also forged a third
initiative by engaging the young alumni through the Youth Wing. We established an exclusive one-to-one
mentorship program focused on helping young alumni with less than 10 years working experience.
As you can see our NUSBSA calendar is full throughout the year from Bizad Charity Run, Charity Golf, Members’
Nights, Youth events, Women’s’ Wing functions and Accounting talks and seminars and many more.
Our iconic event, the Bizad Charity Run 2016 (BCR) successfully raised S$ 165,000 with attendance of more than
1151 registered participants and 172 volunteers. The money raised will be used to provide for 4 bursaries to
Business School undergraduates and about $25,000 each will be given to the Boys Town and Muscular Dystrophy
Association of Singapore. The total amount of funds raised by NUSBSA is almost S$ 1.9 million, and with matching
grants from the government, almost $2.7 million. To date, we have given out bursaries to 450 Business School
students, thanks to your generosity.

Moving forward, I would like to continue to build NUSBSA on the three pillars of engagement shown in the
diagram above. In the first pillar, we serve with a sense of gratitude for our education and we give back to the
community. The second pillar is about building a stronger NUSBSA as an alumni association. Basically it means
growing our membership base and sustaining our activities with resources. Finally, all work and no play make
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Jack a dull boy. Hence, in our third pillar we want to engage our alumni members with enjoyable and meaningful
activities that will edify our intellect and bonding amongst alumni members.
I want to thank every NUSBSA Director who have served with me from 2014-2016. Thank you for your time and
thank you for your efforts. It was my pleasure to work with everyone.
“Each passing moment with someone, whether brief or permanent, is an opportunity for us to help another
fellow being”

Sonny Yuen
President 2014/2016
NUSBSA
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The 6th NUS Bizad Charity Run 2016 (23 Jan)
By Roch Low

This charity run is into its 6th year of running, organized by the NUSBSA alongside the NUS Business School
community. Our charity event is aimed to rally the Singapore community in raising bursary funds for needy
students, and doing charity for the disadvantaged in our society. The charity run took place on the 23rd January
2016 and was graced by Guest-of-Honor Mr. Teo Ser Luck, Minister of State, Ministry of Manpower and MP for
Pasir Ris-Punggol GRC.

In addition to raising funds for the NUS Business School Bursary Fund, we selected 2 beneficiaries to support.
They were the Muscular Dystrophy Association of Singapore (MDAS) and The Boy Town (BT).We had over 1,151
participants consisting of students, academic staff, alumni, members of beneficiaries and members of the public
to be part of our 5km and 10km run. The runners were flagged off at the NUS Mochtar Riady Business School
with the route traversing around the NUS Campus including the NUS Business School and University Town (similar
to BCR 2015).

Before, throughout and at the end of the run, the program included lifestyle activities, live entertainment and
beneficiaries educating all participants on the activities of their associations. We were also fortunate to have
more than 172 volunteers of alumni and students throughout the 9 months of planning and executing this
event. The NUS Bizad Club, as in the past, played an instrumental part in helping the planning and organizing
many of the activities as well as organizing the significant involvement of the student volunteers.In total we
raised $204,000/- in funds contributed and donated (before expenses) for bursaries and our beneficiaries. This
included 4 bursaries for the NUS Business School and at least $25,000 for each of the beneficiaries. Additionally,
we had contributions in-kind of over $96,000 to help defray expenses and offer great gift/prizes for
participants.
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NUS Biz50 Charity Golf event on 21 July 2015.
By Tan Boon Chin and Colin Chow

Organized by the NUS Business School Alumni Association (NUSBSA), NUS Business School Mandarin Alumni
(NUSBSMA)and MBA Alumni-NUS, and supported by GANO, the charity golf tournament was held in place of the
annual golf reunion challenge to raise bursaries for financially needy students at the School. “In light of the triple
celebrations this year – SG0, BIZ50 and NUS110 – it seemed like a good opportunity to do our bit for charity,”
said Tan Boon Chin (APEX MBA English 2003), Chairperson of the Organizing Committee. A total of S$448,196
was raised – an amount that far exceeded the initial target of s$300,000 – a testament to our alumni community’s
great generosity.
A total of 144 players in 36 flights turned out on the greens of the Jurong Country Club.
Spirits were high as participants mingled over a hearty lunch at the terrace while waiting for the game to start.
The evening dinner was another event highlight Golfers and guest celebrated together over a well-deserved
eight-course dinner while Lee Ming Hui (BBA 2008) reprised his emcee role from last year and kept the audience
entertained throughout the night. Gracing the occasion was Minister for Health, Mr Gan Kim Yong who presented
the donor appreciation tokens and ‘Best Golfer’ prize. The awards ceremony took place throughout the dinner,
with most golfers picking up a prize as the evening progressed either in the lucky draw or for their prowess on
the golf course. Prizes were handed out for a range of categories, including the novelty holes, the ‘Overall Best
Golfer’ and the coveted ‘Dean’s Cup’ Prizes not withstanding, everyone was a true champion that night. NUS
Business School Alumni
President, Sonny YUEN (BBA 1985) said it best: “We’re are always happy to get together and support the School
in every which way. What matters is not winning the game, but winning hearts.”
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Congratulations to everyone who took part the NUS BIZ50 Charity Golf 21 July 2015. Without your active
participation and generous support, our inaugural NUS Biz50 Charity Golf would not have been such a smashing
success!

NUS BIZ50 Charity Golf 21 July 2015 - Cheque Presentation

NUS BIZ50 Charity Golf 21 July 2015 – Dinner with Minister of Health Mr Gan Kim Yong
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NUS Business School Alumni Association Members’ Night
“LIVING IN HARMONY WITH THE ENVIRONMENT”
26 August 2015, held at Mad for Garlic @ Suntec City
By Arthur Tan

It was an evening of food, fun and laughter as members gathered for the NUS Business School Alumni (NUSBSA)
Association Members’ Night on 26 August 2015. Held at Mad for Garlic @ Suntec City, the event provided the
perfect opportunity for alumni and new members alike to mingle, connect and unwind over a feast of pizzas and
baguettes.
Happy chatter filled the air as members caught up with each other while waiting for the evening’s festivities to
start. Carrie Chan (BBA, 1987) was thrilled to spot many familiar faces she had not seen since she graduated. “I
always try to make it for members’ night as it’s the perfect time for me to network and meet up with old friends.”
Yeah Lee Ching (MBA, 1999) who attended the event with her husband Yong Eng Giat, who is a fellow alumni,
shared the same sentiments, adding that she thoroughly enjoyed herself.
The high spirits of the event continued even during the Feng Shui presentation by invited speaker Angeline, with
members cracking jokes and asking light-hearted questions. Liu Yi Qing (BAcc, 2014) found the talk extremely
interesting. “I love coming to these events as they give me the opportunity to learn new things,” she said. “What’s
more, the topics are always different. I’m already looking forward to the next event!”
As attendees drained their wine glasses and finished the last slice of pizza, the evening culminated with the
presentation of a plague of appreciation to Angeline. Mr Wan Tuck Wah (BAcc, 1967), an alumnus from the
pioneer batch of accountancy students, best summed up the event when he said: “A wonderful evening of
meeting old friends and enjoying good food in a restaurant with a nice ambience, what’s not to like.”
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NUS Business School Alumni Association Members’ Night
“The smell of memories - how to keep Alzheimer away by using our sense of smell”
19th May 2016, held at Level 2 Kitchen & Bar by Joey Gan

It was an evening of joyful camaraderie with finger food, beer, wine and drinks, A total of 73 alumni, students,
and guests turned up to a packed venue, held at Level 2 Kitchen & Bar, 117A Killiney Road.
There was a good mix of young and senior members mingling around. Ms Sandy Blandin, founder of Nose Who
Knows and a TEDx speaker was specially invited to share with all on how to keep Alzheimer away by using our
sense of smell.
Mid way through the talk, scent sticks were distributed around the room to have everyone test out their sense
of smells. Everyone had a good laugh on what we could smell and how different we would interpret the smell.
The night ended with a high note with many staying behind to mingle and catch up with long lost friends and new
found friends too. Hopefully all left with a wiser and better sense of how to train our memory by regularly using
our nose to smell different things, so as to keep Alzheimer away.
Sincere thanks to the Women’s Wing committee, especially Catherine Chai, Tan Swee Cheng, Sharon Kwek, Carrie
Chan, Meredith Goh and Yvonne Lai for working behind the scene to help make this Members’ Night possible.
Thanks to Lee Ming Hui, our very professional and entertaining MC plus NUSBSA Board of Directors’ support in
one way or another. And, as always to Ivy, Pheck Choo, Hamidah from GANO for the logistics support.
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BSA Youth Connexxion Sept 2015
By Ronald Wong

On the 16th of September 2015, over 100 students and alumni from NUS Business School gathered once again for
a night of interaction and networking – commemorating the 7th inaugural BSA Youth Connexxion event held in
Shaw Alumni Foundation House Auditorium. Besides hoping to achieve a greater strengthening of ties between
students and alumni, the event seeks to help students deepen their understanding of the corporate world and
present an opportunity to the alumni to give back to the school.
This year, some changes have been made for the vent. Changes are introduced to the even to 1) allow participants
to interact with more different parties, 2) focus on building relevant relationships between student and alumni
participants 3) retaining more participants.
Feedback from past participants pointed to a lack of interaction during and after the networking sessions. One
commonly cited reason was the size of the group. For this year’s event, group sizes were reduced, rotation of
breakout groups was introduced and participants were allowed to network freely at the end of the event based
on their interest groups.
Attrition from registered participants was much lower this year.The number of alumni that attended is at 111%.
The excess over 100% is due to last-minute invitations to alumni and personal guests of invited alumni. Out of
the registered 28 alumni, 23 attended. The committee was aware of Alumni drop-outs before the event and were
able to make adjustments to groupings.
The low attrition rate was likely due to the personalized invitations from the committee and close contact
between ambassadors and alumni that was enforced by the committee. However, the number of alumni who
registered relative to those who were invited is only 50%, which could reflect that alumni who attended previous
Connexxion events might not have enjoy it. Our personal invitation approach this time round is not sustainable
for biannual Connexxion events. The students’ attrition rate was also relatively low, likely due to the $4 charge
imposed. Perhaps it can be steadily increased over subsequent events, as seniors who attended Connexxion when
it was free continue to graduate.
One of the ambassador dropped-out due to internship overtime. The subsequent committee may consider
restricting the ambassador pool to only full-time students. However, our ambassador pool has significantly
shrunk over the previous years as seniors from the 2011 and 2012 intake graduate, with a low replacement rate
from the 2013 and 2014 intake. This might be an area to expand on.
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BSA Youth Connexxion Jan 2016
By Ronald Wong

On the 27th of Jan 2016, over 100 students and alumni from NUS Business School gathered once again for a night
of interaction and networking – commemorating the 8th inaugural BSA Youth Connexxion event held in Shaw
Alumni Foundation House Auditorium. Besides hoping to achieve a greater strengthening of ties between
students and alumni, the event seeks to help students deepen their understanding of the corporate world and
present an opportunity to the alumni to give back to the school.
The low attrition rate was likely due to the personalized invitations from the committee and close contact
between ambassadors and alumni that was enforced by the committee. Regular contact were made with all
parties with regards to the event.
The students’ attrition rate was also relatively low, likely due to the $4 charged imposed. Perhaps it can be
steadily increased over subsequent events, as seniors who attended Connexxion when it was free continue
graduate.
We experience 2 pullouts from ambassadors due to hall activities. As much as we like to enforce and place priority
on the event, it seems that little can be done as ambassadors are in effect performing a favour on behalf of BSA
enjoying benefits of waiver of the nominal fee, unlike the participants. Perhaps greater benefits can be sought
for them and to groom potentials to participate more actively in BSA activities.
Alumni attendance remains an area that we have limited control over due to unforeseen circumstances, ie.
Overtime, or other work commitments.
Participants pullout were cited to be from various school related activities thus resulting in the slightly poorer
turn out.
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However, it is noteworthy that due to overwhelming signups in the beginning, we are able to still meet the
expectations and target as initially set out. For the events, we have achieved a turnout of 137 (inc. participants,
alumni, ambassadors).

NUSBSA Youth Connexxion on 27 Jan 2016 at Shaw Foundation Alumni
House Atrium

NUSBSA Youth Connexxion on 27 Jan at Shaw Foundation Alumni
House Auditorium
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NUSBSA Women’s Wing
By Joey Gan

Since the launch of the Women’s Wing on 22nd May 2015, slightly more than a year ago, our committee has
grown to a strength of 12 members comprising BBA & BAcc alumnae that graduated in 1973, 1986, 1987, 1990,
1992, 2010, 2011, 2015 and 2016. We also manage to involve about 10 female undergrads through our various
activities as volunteer helpers.
Following are our committee members :
Chairlady : Joey Gan
Committee members : Sharon Kwek, Carrie Chan, Tan Swee Cheng, Catherine Chai, Gayathri De Silva, Julianti Ng,
Yvonne Lai, Anqi Gong, Caroline Tan, Constance Wang and Meredith Goh.
Mentor and Advisor : Grace Ban
Since inception, we are proud to have connected and engaged, in one way or another, with about 150 women,
be they alumnae, undergrads or other women entrepreneurs and professionals, through the multiple events and
activities that we undertook. We endeavor to curate more meaningful and relevant events so as to continue to
attract and empower more women in the coming year.
In addition, we have managed to raise a modest amount of $590 from the registration fees of the various events
and signed up more than 6 NUSBSA life members.
Following are the reports of 3 key events since Oct 2015:
1. Entrepreneurship Journey of a Beauty Queen held on 2 October 2015 at Standard Chartered Bank,
MBFC Tower 1, Level 32

The inaugural AWWsome* Sharing Session of the NUSBSA Women’s Wing got off to a roaring start on 2 October
2015. A total of 30 attendees packed the venue on a Friday evening, to glean some entrepreneurial insights from
the featured speaker, Ms. Teo Ser Lee, (BAcc 1988) – beauty-queen-turned-entrepreneur extraordinaire and
founder and director of Protocol Academy Pte Ltd, Singapore’s pioneer in etiquette and protocol services.
All attendees had a great time as they gamely participated in every ice breaker, broke out into squeals of laughter
as the vivacious Ms Teo recounted entertaining anecdotes from her beauty pageant days and enthusiastically
answered her pop quizzes on etiquette during her talk. Standard Chartered Bank kindly sponsored the beautiful
venue and wonderful reception that night.


Remarks : AWWsome is a play of words base on the acronyn of the “Alumni Women’s Wing”
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NUSBSA Women’s Wing organizing committee with Ms Teo Ser Lee (BAcc 1988), our speaker beauty-queenturned-entrepreneur extraordinaire

“There are no strangers tonight, only friends that you’ve yet to meet.”, Emcee for the night, Ms. Catherine Chai
(BBA 1992).

Attendees listened intently, gaining valuable learning points on how to succeed both professionally and
personally from Ms. Teo.
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2. Financial Intelligence & Wealth Planning Seminar held on 21 April 2016 at ANZ Signature
Priority Bank, Ocean Financial Centre, Level 30

More than 30 NUS Business School alumni and alumnae attended this exclusive event, kindly sponsored by ANZ
Signature Priority Bank on a Thursday evening. Main speaker, Kas Leong, ANZ Financial Specialist gave a
structured overview of financial intelligence & wealth planning comprising risk management, goal based planning
and future wealth. Examples of wealth plans for women at different life stages were also shared and were well
received by the audience. Coupled with the beautiful venue and night view of the Marina Bay View, all attendees
had an unforgettable time enjoying a very sumptuous spread of buffet, such as roast lamb leg, bay shell scallop,
slipper lobster with chilli crab sauce, golden crab pincer and mee siam.

3. Tech In Asia - Singapore 2016
This is a 2-day regional conference held tri-annually in Singapore, aimed at connecting Asia's tech
ecosystem of startups, VCs, angel investors and technology companies in Asia. This year, it was
held at Suntec City Convention Centre from 12 – 13 April 2016 with more than 5000 attendees
from Asia and around the world, as far as Peru in South America.
7 of our committee members attended the event under the Women’s Entrepreneurship Track.
We organised a dinner in the evening after the first day event, and had a good time networking
with women entrepreneurs from Indonesia, Malaysia, Hong Kong and Singapore.
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NUSBSA Entrepreneurship Committee
By Joey Gan

1. DBS-NUS Social Venture Challenge Asia

The DBS-NUS Social Venture Challenge Asia is an Asia-wide competition for social enterprises, open to the public.
Organised by NUS Enterprise in partnership with the DBS Foundation, the Challenge aims to identify and support
new social ventures that have the potential to generate positive, scalable and sustainable social impact across
Asia. The Challenge provides multi-dimensional support for budding social entrepreneurs and builds capacity
through public education via workshops and mentorship in social entrepreneurship.
NUSBSA Founding President, Mr Yeo Keng Joon served as Co-Chair of the Steering Committee, whereas Ms Joey
Gan, NUSBSA Board Director served as a Steering Committee member.
As in previous years, several of our NUSBSA Board Directors such as Chua Hung Ming, Colin Chow, Joey Gan and
other alumni volunteered as judges for the Round 1 Judging which was held from 26 May to 5 Jun 2016.
Participating teams come from all over Asia including Cambodia, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Myanmar, Thailand
and Taiwan. Finals judging and the Awards Ceremony will be held on 26 August 2016..
2. Crossing the Chasm Challenge

Asia Centre for Social Entrepreneurship & Philanthropy (ACSEP) recently launched the “Crossing the Chasm”
Challenge. It is organized as a “consulting style” competition, where students get to work with social enterprises
in the region rather than start their own, as a learning platform. 3 of our NUSBSA alumni : Joey Gan, Sally May
Tan and Ow Tai Zhi have volunteered to serve as mentors to the students during the month of June/ July 2016.
A mini-seminar/workshop was held on the 5th May to introduce students to the mentors and to help the students
understand best practices in how to make a good marketing/communication pitch.
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BSA Accounting Events
By Yong Ching Lian

1. CPE Talk on Ethics (24 August 2015)

Gaining valuable insights at NUSBSA CPE Talk on Professional Ethics and Corporate
Governance
More than 43 alumni gathered at Mochtar Riady Building to attend the NUSBSA CPE Talk on Professional Ethics
and Corporate Governance on 24 August 2015.
Conducted by NUS Adjunct Associate Professor Larry Lam, the talk was informative and lively. Participants were
quick to jump in to offer their thoughts or express their opinions to questions posed by Prof Lam. Sharon Tham
(Element 14 Pte Ltd) was one participant who had looked forward to the evening talk, and her anticipation was
well rewarded. “The prof was funny and engaging,” she said, “delivering valuable insights into corporate
governance and key updates to the SGX’s Code of Corporate Governance in an interesting manner.”
Indeed, it was a sign of things to come when Prof Lam opened the lecture by assuring participants that the
presentation slides would be emailed to them and that there was no need to take notes. “The only time I want
to see you writing is when you hear me say something profound,” he quipped.
Chan Siew Wai (Director, Toplink Pacific Pte Ltd) was another participant who found the talk interesting. He
particularly enjoyed hearing the stories that the prof shared on his past experiences. “He has a lot of interesting
stories,” said Siew Wai. Prior to pursuing his passion for education, Prof Lam, in a span of 25 years of his career,
has played vital roles and made significant contributions in the realm of corporate governance in the organization
he served. He had conducted over 100 investigations. Beside the traditional footwork of investigation, Prof Lam
leveraged on data analytics in detecting and solving many of the cases.
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For Hoang Phu Hung, the talk served as a timely refresher. “I just took on a new position,” he explained, “and
because the company is small, I have a bigger work scope. The information that I gained from the talk will be
useful in helping me conduct my work more effectively.”
Given such positive responses, we are certain that the next CPE event will be as equally well attended.
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2. NUS Accountancy Networking Night (22 Sept 2015)

Following the success of the first NUS Accountancy Networking Night last year, the event made a muchanticipated return on 22 September 2015. Twenty alumni and fifty-five students turned up at CPA Australia, eager
for a fruitful session. Alumni members were eager to share their experiences with NUS Business School
undergraduates, and the students, in turn, were keen to glean industry insights and learn about the career
opportunities in store.
Current student See Jun Zhe was one of them. “By listening to the alumni’s stories and experiences, I have a
better idea of my career prospects and the type of exposure needed to get ahead,” he shared. Fellow
undergraduate Chooi Jynn Chee had a similar plan. “There’s such a broad spectrum of fields to explore with this
degree,” she explained. “Getting first-hand accounts from the alumni on what it’s like working in the industry will
really help in selecting the right career after graduation.”
To maximise the alumni sharing session, a ‘speed-networking’ format was adopted for the alumni sharing session.
Each alumni chaired discussions with two groups of students, sharing their professional insights and personal
journeys, as well as answering questions from the students and proving advice. A student ambassador was on
hand for each group, to facilitate the discussion. When the buzzer rang, the students moved on to the next table
for a similar session with another alumni.
Daniel Lee (BAcc 1987) applauded such initiatives by the School. “We didn’t have such platforms in the past,” he
said. “So I kind of fell into my career. But students nowadays can benefit from career counselling and networking
events such as these and better plan their careers.” Daniel has made a name for himself in the specialised sector
of family office over the years. With his years of experience and expertise in a specialised sector, he was able to
impart practical career and life advice to the undergraduates. “Accountancy is more than just crunching numbers
– you need to figure out how to resolve problems and institute a change,” he said. Adeline Kee (BAcc 1987)
echoed similar sentiments, adding, “In today’s highly competitive global market place, graduates need soft skills
as well as accountancy skills to succeed. They need to be able to promote themselves well.”
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Thanks to the alumni’s diverse experience, the students were treated to a variety of perspectives and insights
into numerous industries throughout the night. Recent alumni Fang Hui (BAcc 2011) provided an illuminating
view of life at Deloitte, one of Singapore’s big four. She advised students on the internship process and shared
tips on how to manage the transition from intern to working professional. Second-year student Pok Yuen Ping
found the session highly useful. “I was planning to enter one of the big four after graduating,” he explained, “but
after this session, I realised that it’s not a good fit for me. I need to be in something smaller.” Second-year student
Zheng Xin Yan also benefitted greatly. “I attended last year’s event, but I feel that I’ve gained more this time
round,” she said. “I’m starting my internship this year so everything I’ve learnt tonight has been extremely
relevant and will help me make a better decision.”
The night was further enlivened by insightful and engaging speeches delivered by distinguished guests, Mr Melvin
Yong, CEO of CPA Australia, Lucas Lam, Senior Relationship Manager from CPA Australia and NUS Head of
Accountancy, Professor Ho Yew Kee. In all, the event was a rewarding affair. Students gained professional insights
while our alumni had a chance to connect with future generations of accounting professionals. Alumni members
were also able to catch up with old friends. Kelvin Tan (BAcc 1987) was delighted to reconnect with fellow alumni
Daniel. “This is the first time that we’ve seen each other in 30 years,” he laughed.
How’s that for a sound testimony to the night’s success? If you’ve missed out on this round, keep your eyes
peeled for the next networking event!
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NUSBSA SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
By Edward Ta

NUSBSA SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
STATUS REPORT AS OF MAY 2016
By Edward Ta
Mission : To assess the feasibility of creation of a Social Enterprise (backed by NUSBSA) to link displaced PMEs
to SMEs
BSA Committee Members: Edward Ta (Chairman), Yong Ching Lian, Jimmy Lim and Colin Chow.
Valuable assistance from NUS Business School Field Services team : Assoc Prof Albert Teo, Siong Woon, Yi Jun, Pi
Ying and Yi Xiu
Key Highlights
1.

The BSA Committee members acknowledged while there could possibly be a role for BSA to set up such
an social enterprise for our alumni, we are also mindful of the various schemes, programmes, and even
agencies that are already in place for such a similar mission and therefore, unless there is a clear gap to
be filled by BSA, it would not be feasible for BSA to duplicate such existing efforts.

2. The committee members held several meetings and met with key players who are already fulfilling the
gap to match displaced PMEs with SMEs / other corporations. These included Roy Ong of Singapore
Manufacturing Federation (SMF) who is a part of the Centre for Learning, which is a for-profit unit of
SMF.
3. Discussions were held to study existing P-Max programs as these are sponsored by grants from Singapore
Workforce Development Agency (WDA). With support from the Singapore Workforce Development
Agency (WDA), the Association of Small and Medium Enterprises (ASME) and the Singapore National
Employers Federation (SNEF) have been appointed as Programme Managers (PMs) to administer their
respective Place-and-Train (PnT) programmes for SMEs and PMEs under P-Max.
4. Initial discussion with NTUC and inquiries into various programs championed by the NTUC were made. It
is clear to everyone that NTUC has been forefront in this area and focusing heavily on displaced PMEs
especially those that were out of work for more than 6 months.
Some of the programs include UP (Union for PME unit) which covers :
a. Job matching and placements.
b. Training – provided by its E2I (Employment Education Institute) which is heavily subsidized (up to 95% of
the course fee).
c. Career counselling which includes clean-up of resume, personal grooming and career advisory services
or skill conversion program in a different industry. Such career switch are supplemented with proper
training provided to improve success rates.
Career Activation Program – This is aimed at matured PME s who are unemployed for more than 6 months. An
incentive of $4.70 per hour is provided to these individuals to attend these training.
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One to one counselling and coaching is also provided as part of this program to re-train the matured PMEs
mindset. NTUC has 6 full time staffs handling this program.
Career Support Program - MOM has recently announced a wage subsidy to encourage employers to hire matured
PMEs.
5. Both NTUC and MOM are the most active organizations in assisting displaced PMEs. There are some talks
that these programs hosted by NTUC and MOM will be consolidated so that the organization of these
programs and communication of these programs to the public can be better coordinated.
6. Other programs : - Spring, SMU and UniSim also have their own programs (eg. Business Advisory
Program) for career matching schemes for displaced PME s. However, criteria can be very stringent and
even when PME managed to find an employer who is willing to hire him/her, the PME may still not qualify
for the program or given the subsidy / grant etc.
Basis this overall assessment, the Committee felt we need a deeper analysis of the displaced PMEs and
government assistance landscape and be mindful that our intended social enterprise program may be duplicated
or be crowded out by these 2 huge organizations with “unlimited” resources and subsidies.
We approached Assoc Prof Chng Chee Kiong and he recommended for us to work with Assoc Prof Albert Teo who
supervises the teaching of Social Enterpreneurship module in the NUS Business School. Through their help, we
have formed a Field Study team comprising of 4 NUS Business school students who will help us make in-depth
research and analysis into this space. As part of the field study report: 1. A recommendation on the sweet spots where NUS BSA can focus on.
2. Avoid duplication of efforts by various organizations and have the BSA social enterprise play the role of
communicating and highlight key aspects of various programs available to our displaced PME members
and help link them up with the appropriate organizations.
3. Continuous monitor of new programs and changes by NTUC and MOM and determine if our proposed
social enterprise will be crowded out or can co-exist with current programs being implemented by the
authority.
4. Feasibility of a viable social enterprise.
Timeline:

Stage
Proposed Timeline
1. Setting the groundwork
1st Week of Feb 2016
2. Research on current schemes (including interviewing of 2nd Week of Feb - 2nd Week of May 2016
government agencies and other scheme providers)
(Approx. 3 months)
2nd Week of May - 4th Week of Sept 2016 (Approx
3. Interviews (of PMEs and SMEs)
4.5 months)
3rd Week of Aug - 2nd Week of Oct 2016 (Approx
4. Data Analysis & Drafting of Business Model
2 months + concurrent with Stage 3)
1st Week of Oct - 2nd Week of Nov 2016 (Approx
5. Finalizing Research and New Business Model Plan
1.5 months)
6. Submission and Presentation

2nd-3rd Week of Nov 2016
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We would like to seek the help of BSA members to provide us with any available contact information of
(i) government agencies and other scheme providers, (ii) PMEs, and/or (iii)SMEs,. Useful information to achieve
our objectives above are most welcome.
I would like to acknowledge and thanks the contribution of all the committee members, NUS business school
field service team (see attached photo) and particularly Assoc Prof Albert Teo and Prof Chng for their
contributions to this project.

If you have input or questions on any matters relating to this area, please email me at
edwardta.nusbsa@gmail.com
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NUSBSA Membership
By Sonny Yuen

MEMBERSHSIP BREAK DOWN
Life Members
Ordinary
Affiliate
Members
Members
611
1836
67
(increase of 24 in (increase of 23 in (increase of 31 in
2015/2016)
2015/2016)
2015/2016)

Student
Members
1307
(increase of 325
in 2015/2016)

Total membership to date : 3821
The increase in ‘Life” and “Ordinary” membership were signed up by various
senior and young alumni whom had attended the NUSBSA events such as CPE talks, Member’s night,
Women’s Wing event, Youth Connexxion etc. Membership forms are distributed to the attendees.
For ‘Student’ membership, there is a launch on 1 to 3 August 2015 during their matriculation. 325
students have signed up.
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Balance Sheet and Statement of Accounts of the NUSBSA Association for Year ending 31 March 2106
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BCR 2016
Summary of distibution (including Tote Board's contribution)
NUS bursary

Funds raised directly for the beneficiaries

Distribution of misc donations

funds

MDAS

Boys Town

$

$

$

79,028.00

15,010.00

11,140.00

-

-

Net surplus of the run event

10,334.53

-

-

Distribution of net surplus (excluding the Tote's Board
contribution)

94,562.53

5,437.47
-

-

Total
$

5,200.00

15,010.00

Misc donations

11,140.00

5,200.00

(5,200.00)

110,378.00

-

-

10,334.53

-

120,712.53

3,870.00

-

9,307.47

10,892.33

10,892.32

-

21,784.65

10,892.33

14,762.32

-

31,092.12

25,902.33
17.06%

25,902.32
17.06%

0.00%

151,804.65
100.00%

Tote Board's contribution @ 20% of Actual total sum
raised

5,437.47

Distribution of net surplus (including the Tote's Board
contribution)

100,000.00
65.87%

*************************************END OF REPORT ************************************
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